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LIKOBA SET FOR SOFT LAUNCH OF PRÊT Á 
PORTER AND HAUTE COUTURE DESIGNER 
JUMPSUIT LINES 
  

Cameroonian-born, France-raised Agathe Ngo Likoba, is set to soft-launch her 
debut jumpsuit line in conjunction with her fashion show as part of Soho Fashion 
Week on Saturday, May 21st at FDNY Museum, 278 Spring Street. The Prêt-à-
Porter full line, inclusive of 15 pieces, will see a Spring ’16 launch while the full 
Haute Couture line, inclusive of 12 pieces, will see a Fall ’16 launch. The one-
piece jumpsuits are made of Wools, Jacquards, Gabardine and Tweed blends 
pre-selected entirely in Paris and feature gilded accents on each belt or brooch 
with an 18K gold Likoba swan logo fashioned on each. 

The née-inspired Likoba line has been 13 years in the making. No stranger to big 
city fashion, Agathe Ngo Likoba has spent time in West Africa, Paris, Venice, and 
Bruges before settling in New York City and Connecticut. Her personal 
experience with ballet at an early age led her to “find her femininity” and her  
“being a girl” through the art and leisure of watching swans at a Besançon park. 
The grace of the bird birthed the Likoba logo, a poised swan silhouette – now 
adorned on every piece.  

In 2003, Agathe came across a denim jumpsuit in France that did nothing on the 
hanger but wonders on her body. “I thought, “Oh my Gosh, as an active woman, 
[with a jumpsuit] I don’t have to think about the top and the bottom,” said Likoba. 
“I started looking around for just jumpsuits and could not find any.”  

And so became an invention born of necessity. Over the next decade, Agathe 
perfected the renderings of her romantic-chic jumpsuit only line. After leaving 
France to move to NYC, she began to assemble many fashion shows for charity 



and the Likoba line began to take form.  

Mixing 50s inspiration with feminine florals and the sadly antiquated idea of 
hatted women at polo games; Agathe combined her vision with inspiration from 
style icons such as Jacqueline Kennedy, Coco Chanel and Sophia Loren. 

“Growing up with a very sophisticated mother, I saw she would always sit 
straight, even at home. Her hair and makeup would always be done. She would 
say ‘even if you wear a shirt, make it look good’ and as a mother now I know that 
women don’t have the time to figure out which pants go with which shirt,” Likoba 
said.  

Agathe designed each pattern and prototype in Paris and will showcase the 
versatile Ready-to-Wear line this month. The idea behind the Prêt-à-Porter line is 
that they can be worn to an elegant event or simply to make you feel beautiful 
(while being comfortable) anywhere you go.  

“Once they enter the jumpsuits, I want women to immediately feel confident, 
elegant and sexy.” 
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For more on Likoba, visit www.Likoba.com. 


